INST Curricular Model

1000 level

FYS 1000: First Year Seminar (cap 18-24)

INST 1500: Identity Projects (cap 18)

Primary teaching responsibility: English. Dedicated writing instruction course.

2000 level

INST 2000: Interconnections (cap 35)

Primary teaching responsibility: History and the Social Sciences (Political Science, Psychology, Sociology)

INST 2200: Reflection & Responsibility (cap 35)

Primary teaching responsibility: Philosophy, Religion, and select service-learning courses across the curriculum

INST 2400: Natural Foundations (cap 35)

Primary teaching responsibility: the Sciences (Chemistry and Biochemistry, Life and Earth Sciences, Physics and Astronomy) and select Environmental Studies courses

INST 2600: Creativity & Culture (cap 35)

Primary teaching responsibility: the Arts (Art, Art History, Music, Theater) and select humanities courses

3000 and 4000 level

INST 3500 and 4000: Dyad (cap 35)

Two linked courses from different disciplines that share a central issue, problematic, or topical focus.